For convex optimization problems Bregman divergences appear as regret functions. Such regret functions can be defined on any convex set, but if a sufficiency condition is added the regret function must be proportional to information divergence and the convex set must be spectral. Spectral sets are sets where different orthogonal decompositions of a state into pure states have unique mixing coefficients. Only on such spectral sets it is possible to define well behaved information theoretic quantities like entropy and divergence. It is only possible to perform measurements in a reversible way if the state space is spectral. The most important spectral sets can be represented as positive elements of Jordan algebras with trace 1. This means that Jordan algebras provide a natural framework for studying quantum information.
I. INTRODUCTION
Although quantum physics has existed for more than 100 years there are still many simple fundamental questions that remain unanswered. One of the main questions is why complex Hilbert spaces are used. Although the complex numbers are extremely useful for doing computations we do not have direct observations of these numbers. Observables are represented by self-adjoin operators that can be multiplied, but the multiplication leads to operators that are not self-adjoin and cannot be observed. In this paper we give some general definitions of some information theoretic quantities and demonstrate that they are only well behaved on convex sets where the coefficients in orthogonal decompositions are unique. Such spectral sets can often be represented on Jordan algebras. Therefore the Jordan algebras appear to be the correct formalism for doing quantum information.
Convex optimization problems lead to regret functions that are often given by Bregman divergences. Under some very mild assumptions we have a sequence of implications along the following list of conditions.
1) The regret is strongly monotone.
2) The regret is monotone, i.e. it satisfies a data processing inequality.
3) The regret satisfies sufficiency. 4) The regret is local. 5) The function F equals entropy times a constant plus an affine function and the entropy function is concave. 6) The regret D F is proportional to information divergence. The last three conditions are equivalent on any state space with at least three orthogonal states. The conditions imply that the state space is spectral and that it has symmetric transition probabilities. The conditions and the implications between the conditions are described shortly in Section 5. Jordan algebras provide the most important examples of spectral sets, but there exist other interesting spectral sets as well. We conjecture that all the conditions are equivalent on formally real Jordan algebras with at least three orthogonal states.
Sufficiency is closely related to reversibility. Spectrality of the state space is related to the fundamental property that orthogonal states can be measured undisturbed and that the measurement process can be modeled by a reversible process composed with a partial trace. This aspects of sufficiency will not be discussed in this paper because it involves the notion of bipartite systems, which is more involved in this context. The complication is that the convex set in general and the Albert algebra in particular does not have tensor products. The results of this paper are closely related to results in [?] where ideas from thermodynamics are used but in this paper the focus is the link to information theory and general optimization.
Lemmas and proofs of the results and further references presented in this short note can be found in a longer version that can be found on arXiv [1] . This is a significantly extended version of some preliminary results presented in [2] .
II. STRUCTURE OF THE STATE SPACE
Our knowledge about a system will be represented by a state space. I many cases the state space is given by a set of probability distributions on the sample space. In such cases the state space is a simplex, but in order to represent quantum information we need a the more general notion of a state space.
A. The state space
Before we do any measurement we prepare our system. Let P denote the set of preparations. Let p 0 and p 1 denote two preparations. For t ∈ [0, 1] we define (1 − t) · p 0 + t · p 1 as the preparation obtained by preparing p 0 with probability 1−t and p 1 with probability t. A measurement m is defined as an affine mapping of the set of preparations into a set of probability measures on some measurable space. Let M denote a set of feasible measurements. The state space S is defined as the set of preparations modulo measurements. Thus, if p 1 and p 2 are preparations then they represent the same state if m (p 1 ) = m (p 2 ) for any m ∈ M.
In statistics the state space equals the set of preparations and has the shape of a simplex. The symmetry group of a simplex is simply the group of permutations of the extreme points. In quantum physics the state space has the shape of the set of density matrices on a complex Hilbert space and the state space has a lot of symmetries that a finite simplex does not have. For simplicity we will assume that the state space is a finite dimensional convex compact set.
From now on we consider the situation where our knowledge about a system is given by an element in a convex set. These elements are called states and convex combinations are formed by probabilistic mixing. States that cannot be distinguished by any measurement are considered as being the same state. The extreme points in the convex set are called pure states and all other states are called mixed states.
Let m denote a measurement on the state space S with values in the set A. Then m (σ) is a probability distribution on A. Let B ⊆ A. Then m (σ) (B) is the probability of observing a result in B when the state is σ and the measurement m is performed. Then m (σ) (B) ∈ [0, 1] and σ → m (σ) (B)is an affine mapping.
B. Improved Caratheodory theorem
Let x be an element in the positive cone generated by the state space such that
where σ i are pure states. If λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ · · · ≥ λ n then the vector λ n 1 is called the spectrum of the decomposition. Note that there are no restrictions on the number n in the definition of the spectrum, so if two spectra have different length we will extend the shorter vector by concatenating zeros at the end. For a decomposition like (1) the trace is given by tr [x] = n i=1 λ i . Spectra are ordered by majorization. Let λ n 1 and μ n 1 be the spectra of two decompositions of the same positive element. Then λ n
Note that in a general positive cone the majorization ordering is a partial ordering. In special cases like the cone of positive semi-definite matrices on a complex Hilbert space the decompositions of the matrix form a lattice ordering with a unique maximal element, but in general the set of decompositions may have several incompatible maximal elements. Let S denote a convex set. Let σ i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n states in the state space S. Then (σ i ) i are said to be perfectly distinguishable if there exists tests φ i such that φ i (σ j ) = δ ij . The states σ 0 and σ 1 are said to be orthogonal if σ 0 and σ 1 are perfectly distinguishable in the smallest face F of S that contain both σ 0 and σ 1 . If the the extreme points σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . , σ n of a decomposition are orthogonal then the decomposition is called an orthogonal decomposition.
). Let S denote a convex compact set of dimension d and let x denote some element in the positive cone generated by S. Then there exists an orthogonal decomposition given by Equation 1 such that n ≤ d + 1.
Note that in the usual Caratheodory theorem there is no requirement that the pure states in the decomposition should be orthogonal.
Definition 3. The rank of a convex set is the maximal number of orthogonal states needed in an orthogonal decomposition of a state.
Example 4.
A Gbit is a state space with the shape of a unit square with (0, 0) , (1, 0) , (0, 1) and (1, 1) as vertices the point, with coordinates ( 1 /2, 1 /4) has an orthogonal decomposition with spectrum ( 1 /2, 1 /4, 1 /4). This spectrum majorizes the spectrum of any other decomposition of this point, and it also majorizes the spectrum of any other point in the square. The square has in total four points symmetrically arranged with the same spectrum as ( 1 /2, 1 /4).
III. SPECTRAL SETS
Any state may be decomposed into orthogonal states, but such orthogonal decompositions are only unique when the state space is a simplex. Nevertheless there exists a type of convex sets where some weaker type uniqueness holds.
A. Spectrality conditions
. . , σ n are perfectly distinguishable pure states then the state space is said to satisfy weak spectrality.
If all orthogonal decompositions of a state have the same spectrum then the common spectrum is called it the spectrum of the state and the state is said to be spectral. We say that a state space S is spectral if all states in S are spectral.
Let σ denote a state with the orthogonal decompositions σ = s i σ i = r j ρ j . We say that the decompositions are strictly spectral if f (s i ) σ i = f (r j ) ρ j for any real valued function f . A state is strictly spectral if any orthogonal decomposition is strictly spectral. A state space is strictly spectral if any state is strictly spectral.
The important case is when the function f equals 1 λ for which we get that
We note that if the state space is strictly spectral then for any element x in the generated real vector space we have y ≥ 0 if and only if there exists x such that y = x 2 . In particular
Jordan algebras
The notion of strictly spectral set is related to self-duality of the cone of positive elements, which leads to the following conjecture.
Conjecture 6. If a finite dimensional convex compact set is spectral and has a transitive symmetry group then the convex set can be represented as positive elements with trace 1 in a simple Jordan algebra .
The density matrices with complex entries play a crucial role in the mathematical theory of quantum mechanics and it is well-known that the density matrices is a strictly spectral 2017 IEEE International Symposium on Information Theory (ISIT) set. For each density matrix the spectrum equals the usual spectrum calculated as roots of the characteristic polynomial. In the 1930'ties P. Jordan generalized the notion of Hermitean complex matrix to the notion of a Jordan algebra in an attempt to provide an alternative to the complex Hilbert spaces as the mathematical basis of quantum mechanics. The complex Hermitean matrices form a Jordan algebra with the quasiproduct defined by x • y = 1 2 (xy + yx) . A formally real Jordan algebra is an algebra with composition • that is commutative and satisfies the Jordan identity
In an formally real Jordan algebra we write x ≥ 0 if x is a sum of squares.
In any finite dimensional formally real Jordan algebra we may define the density operators as the positive elements with trace 1. Then the density operators of a Jordan algebra is a strictly spectral set. Any formally real Jordan algebra is a sum of simple formally real Jordan algebras. There are 5 types of simple Euclidean Jordan algebras leading to the following convex sets:
Spin factor A unit ball in d real dimensions.
Real n × n density matrices over the real numbers.
Complex n × n density matrices over complex numbers Quaternionic n × n density matrices over quaternions. Albert 3 × 3 density matrices with octonian entries. The first four types are called the special types and the last one is called the exceptional type. In each of the four special Jordan algebras the product is defined by x • y = 1 2 (xy + yx) from an associative product. This is not possible for the Albert algebra, which is the reason that it is said to be exceptional. See [3] for general results on Jordan algebras and [4] for details about quantum mechanics based on quatonians. The spin factors are related to the other types of simple Jordan algebras in that 2 × 2 density matrices over both real and complex numbers and quaternions and octonions are spin factors.
A sum of different simple Jordan algebras does not fulfill the strong symmetry mentioned in [5] although it is spectral and fulfills projectivity. The existence an example was left as an open question in [5] . A state space is said to be symmetric if any set of n perfectly distinguishable pure states can be mapped into any other any set of n perfectly distinguishable pure states.
C. Separable states
Let H 1 ⊗ H 2 denote a tensor product of two complex Hilbert spaces. Then B (H 1 ⊗ H 2 ) = B (H 1 ) ⊗ B (H 2 ) and the separable states are the mixtures of states of the form σ 1 ⊗ σ 2 where σ i is a density operator in B (H i ) . The set of separable states is spectral, but contrary to the density elements of a Jordan algebra the set of separable states does not satisfy the property called projectivity.
D. Ranks 2
A convex set C is centrally symmetric if it is symmetric around a central point.
Proposition 7.
A spectral set of rank 2 is centrally symmetric and all boundary points are extreme.
Two states in a centrally symmetric set are orthogonal if and only if they are antipodal and any state can be decomposed into two antipodal states. If the state is not the center of the centrally symmetric set this is the only orthogonal decomposition. The center can be decomposed into a 1 /2 and 1 /2 mixture of any pair of antipodal points.
IV. BREGMAN DIVERGENCE AND REGRET
Let A denote a subset of the feasible measurements such that a ∈ A maps the state space S into a distribution on the real numbers i.e. the distribution of a random variable. The elements of A may represent feasible actions (decisions) that lead to a payoff like the energy extracted by a certain interaction with the system, (minus) the length of a code-word of the next encoded input letter using a specific code book. For each σ ∈ S we define a, σ = E [a (σ)] and F (σ) = sup a∈A a, σ . Without loss of generality we may assume that the set of actions A is closed so that we may assume that there exists a ∈ A such that F (σ) = a, σ and in this case we say that a is optimal for σ. Note that F is convex but F need not be strictly convex.
Let A F denote the set of measurements m such that m, σ ≤ F (σ) . Then F (σ) = sup a∈A F a, σ . Therefore we may replace A by A F without changing the optimization problem.
If the state is ρ but one acts as if the state were σ one suffers a regret that equals the difference between what one achieves and what could have been achieved. Definition 9. If F (ρ) is finite then we define the regret of the state σ as D F (ρ, σ) = inf a D F (ρ, a)where the infimum is taken over actions a that are optimal for σ.
If the state σ has the unique optimal action a then
so the function F can be reconstructed from D F except for an affine function of ρ. The closure of the convex hull of the set of functions σ → a, σ is uniquely determined by the convex function F. The regret is called a Bregman divergence if it can be written in the following form
where ·, · denotes some inner product. In the context of forecasting and statistical scoring rules the use of Bregman divergences dates back to [6] .
Theorem 10 ( [7] ). The following conditions are equivalent. For all state σ and all actions a 1 and a 2 such that F (σ) = a 1 , σ = a 2 , σ we have
The function F is differentiable. The regret D F is a Bregman divergence.
Bregman divergences satisfy the Bregman identity (5) but for a general regret function where F is not differentiable this identity can be violated.
V. SUFFICIENCY CONDITIONS A. Entropy in Jordan algebras
Definition 11. Let x denote an element in a positive cone. The entropy of x is be defined as
where the infimum is taken over all spectra of x.
Since entropy is decreasing under majorization the entropy of x is attained at an orthogonal decomposition. This definition extends a similar definition of the entropy of a state as defined by Uhlmann [8] .
In general this definition of entropy does not provide a concave function on the state space. For instance the entropy of Gbit states from Example 4 has local maximum in the four points with maximal spectrum in the majorization ordering. A complete characterization of the convex sets with concave entropy functions is lacking. The entropy is defined for a general convex set and we prove that H is a concave on the cone of positive elements in a Jordan algebra. 
where A = k λ k E k is an orthogonal decomposition and
Theorem 13. In a formally real Jordan algebra the entropy function is a concave function on the positive cone.
B. Information divergence
Definition 14. If the entropy is a concave function then the Bregman divergence D −H is called information divergence.
The information divergence is also called Kullback-Leibler divergence, relative entropy or quantum relative entropy. In a Jordan algebra we get
where f (x) = −x ln (x) . Now f (x) = − ln (x) − 1 so that
C. Locality
Often it is relevant to use the following weak notion of sufficiency.
Definition 15. The regret function D F is said to be local if
when ρ, σ i are perfectly distinguishable for i = 1, 2 and t ∈ ]0, 1[ . Example 16. On a state space of rank 2 any regret function D F is local. The reason is that if σ 1 and σ 2 are states that are orthogonal to ρ then σ 1 = σ 2 .
Proposition 17. Let C denote a spectral convex set with a concave entropy function H. Then information divergence D −H satisfies locality.
Theorem 18. Let S be a convex set of rank r ≥ 3 and assume that S is weakly spectral. If a regret function D F defined on S is local then the state space S is spectral and the regret is a Bregman divergence generated by the entropy times some constant.
For a state space of rank two the maximal entropy must be attained at a uniform mixture of two states, so if the entropy function is strictly concave all uniform mixtures of two orthogonal pure states must coincide and the state space is spectral. Combining this with the previous theorem we get the following corollary.
Corollary 19. If a state space S has a concave entropy function and is weakly spectral then S is spectral.
D. Sufficiency
The present definition of sufficiency is based on [9] , but there are a number of other equivalent ways of defining this concept. We refer to [10] where the notion of sufficiency is discussed in great detail.
Definition 20. Let (σ θ ) θ denote a family of states and let Φ denote an affine transformation S → T where S and T denote state spaces. Then Φ is said to be sufficient for (σ θ ) θ if there exists an affine transformation Ψ :
The notion of sufficiency as a property of divergences was introduced in [11] . The idea of restricting the attention to transformations of the state space into itself was introduced in [12] . It was shown in [12] that a Bregman divergence on the simplex of distributions on an alphabet that is not binary determines the divergence except for a multiplicative factor.
Definition 21. We say that the regret D F on the state space S satisfies sufficiency if D F (Φ (ρ) , Φ (σ)) = D F (ρ, σ) for any affine transformation S → S that is sufficient for (ρ, σ) .
Proposition 22. A regret function D F that satisfies sufficiency is local. If a regret function on a state space of rank 2 satisfies sufficiency, then the state space is spectral.
E. Monotonicity
Definition 23. Let D F denote a regret function on the convex set C. Then D F is said to be monotone if
for any affine transformation Φ : C → C. In information theory monotonicity is equivalent to the data processing inequality. In general a regret function need not be monotone [7, Ex. 5] .
Proposition 24. A monotone regret function D F satisfies sufficiency.
Theorem 25. If a Bregman divergence on a state space of rank 2 is monotone then the state space can be represented by a spin factor.
A state space is said to have symmetric transition probabilities [13, Def. 9.2 (iii)] if for any states σ 1 and σ 2 there exists test φ i such that φ i (σ i ) = 1 and min φ i (σ) = 0 and φ 1 (σ 2 ) = φ 2 (σ 1 ) .
Corollary 26. If a Bregman divergence on a state space is monotone then it has symmetric transition probabilities.
Recently it has been proved that information divergence on a complex Hilbert space is decreasing under positive trace preserving maps [?] . Previously this was only known to hold if some extra condition like complete positivity was assumed.
Theorem 27. On a special Jordan algebra information divergence is monotone under any positive trace preserving map. In particular, information divergence on a special Jordan algebra satisfies sufficiency.
F. Strong monotonicity
Definition 28. A regret function D F is strongly monotone if for any transformation Φ of the state space into itself the equation
implies that there exists a recovery map Ψ, i.e. a map of the state space into itself such that Ψ (Φ (ρ)) = ρ and Ψ (Φ (σ)) = σ.
In statistics where the state space is a simplex strong monotonicity is well established.
Example 29. Squared Euclidean distance on a spin factor is a Bregman divergence is strongly monotone. To see this we note an transformation Φ can be decomposed into a translation and a linear map. Since the transformation maps the unit ball into itself the maximal eigen-value of the linear map must be 1. Therefore D F (Φ (ρ) , Φ (σ)) = D F (ρ, σ)implies that ρ and σ belong to a subspace that has eigen-value 1. The intersection of the subspace spanned by ρ and σ and the state space is a disc of radius 1 and this disc must be mapped into another disc of radius 1 in the state space. Since any disc of radius 1 can be mapped into any other disc of radius one there exists a recovery map.
Proposition 30. If a regret function is strongly monotone, then the regret function is monotone.
For density matrices over the complex numbers strong monotonicity was proved for completely positive maps in [10] . Some new results on this topic can be found in [14] .
Conjecture 31. On a Jordan algebra information divergence is strongly monotone.
